Esbit 3-Piece Lightweight Stove & Cookset (great for the backpack or bug-out-bag)
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The Esbit 3-Piece Aluminum Stove & Cookset is constructed from extremely light, hard anodized aluminum that weighs only 7 oz. and uses the Esbit solid fuel. HOWEVER.... I also burn twigs and small bits of wood in mine and it's this versatility that makes this stove an excellent choice for a bug-out-bag, hiking and general outdoor survival, when a full camp fire is not an option. It won't beat any records for boiling water to warming food, but when you want something small and lightweight to cook on, you can't really go wrong.
The kit includes a 585 ml pot with lid, wind deflector/pot stand, which all stores in a mesh bag (included). Did I mention the whole thing weighs just 7 oz? It all packs away into the pot (see below)

My advice - for $20, you can’t go wrong. Buy one, get a box of the fuel cubes and get outdoors and try it out.

Check it out on Amazon: Esbit 3-Piece Lightweight Anodized Aluminum Camping Cookset

Don't forget the fuel cubes: Esbit 1400 Degree Smokeless Solid Fuel Cubes